Interviiew with Dr
D Elspeth
h MacRae,, Scion, New Zealan
nd
Keynote speaker at the
t IUFRO Re
egional Conggress for Asiaa and Oceania ‐ Forests for Sustain
nable
pment: The Role of Re
esearch
Develop
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B
ges and op
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s
Forests
Innovative technologgies for bio‐e
energy, bio‐m
materials and
d other
productss will be one of the majo
or themes at the IUFRO Regional
R
Congress for Asia and Oceania on 24‐27 Octoober 2016 in Beijing,
China. D
Dr Elspeth MaacRae leads wood
w
and fibbre processin
ng
activitiess, including biorefinery,
b
biodiscovery
b
y and bioplasstics at
Scion, Neew Zealand. Her keynote
e speech willl highlight state‐of‐
the‐art b
biotech reseaarch and the
e role of biopproducts.
Q: Dr MaacRae, you are
a General Manager forr Manufactu
uring
and Biop
products at Scion,
S
New Zealand.
Z
Couuld you brieffly
outline w
what this invvolves?
A: It meeans looking to the futuree and developping technollogies
for bioreefineries whille still maintaining capabbilities for today’s
challeng
ges. The fourr teams in ou
ur Manufactuuring and
Bioprodu
ucts areas include plant and
a industriaal biotechnollogy,
biopolym
mers and biochemicals, engineered w
wood and fibrres for
multiple applicationss, and bioeneergy and envvironmental technologiess. We take sside streams and turn
them intto new produ
ucts. We creeate new treees for differeent applicatio
ons.
Q: The w
world is placiing great hopes in the deevelopmentt of materials, chemicalss and fuels made
m
of
renewab
ble resource
es. Are these expectationns realistic?‐‐
A: Yes – it wasn’t rea
ally that long
g ago that ouur resources were renewa
able, then peeople discoveered
what you
u could do with
w petroleum. The challllenge is thatt we won’t be
e able to fullly replace petroleum
productss in some areeas, but thatt we should ttry. Many new materials and productts are likely to
t be a
blend off both. New types of prod
ducts that peetroleum can
nnot provide are expecteed to be deveeloped.
Q: Does it really mattter if these things are m
made from re
enewable re
esources?‐
A: Yes it matters for two major reeasons: 1. Cllimate chang
ge – many no
on‐renewable
le resources are
a
becomin
ng more scarrce and also contribute
c
siignificantly to
o increased greenhouse
g
ggases; 2. End
d of life –
designin
ng materials and
a productss to be recycclable and/orr biodegrada
able allows leess wastage and
reduces the pressuree on using no
on renewablees that we sttill need to usse. Finally ussing renewable
resourcees changes th
he dynamics of trade, witth some coun
ntries having
g a greater aadvantage in
providing
g and using renewables compared too pretroleum
m or shale.

Q: Can you give an example (or examples) of a product that
people might see as a game‐changer? If that product is not
available now, what would be the probable timeline for it to be
widely available?
A: An example is natural fibre replacing glass fibre in multiple
products, including the automotive industry. This is primarily game
changing through light weighting but also end of life options. Glass
fibre is heavy and lasts years in landfills. These products are
becoming available but are generally challenged for consistency of
fibre quality, ability to drop in to current plastics manufacturers’
processing lines and cost. Such fibres are already being produced.
Q: What is the role of forests as a resource in this context, and
how do you see the role of planted forests for fostering a greener
economy?‐
A: Forests are probably the best option for providing consistent and
long‐term easily available materials. Planted forests can be
designed to provide the key materials wanted. For example, we
could have very short rotation forests to provide the material for biorefineries – chemicals produced
by the trees and fibre as a waste stream for bioenergy or other fibre applications (including cellulose
and lignin as components of fibre). We could also grow fibre only forests, or, as we do today, trees
for timber and side streams for fibre and other materials. Trees grow in many non‐agricultural lands
and, in addition, planted forests can also become long‐term carbon capture and biodiversity homes as
many are today.
Q: If we look at the region of Asia and Oceania in particular, what would you say are the main
challenges and opportunities for developing and using forest‐based biotechnology products?‐
A: The main challenges are to use land that is not being used now, developing the infrastructure to
process the trees close to where they are planted (or alternatively a viable logistics approach). In
some parts the processing and product development structure is also not present.
Q: How might the challenges be overcome?‐
A: Clustering companies near forests where the
waste stream of one can benefit another is one
way to help build relevant infrastructure. Another
is to develop modular and distributed processing
approaches. This isn’t new really – think of the
mobile wood‐saw operation. Another
consideration is how fast 3D printing is being used
to replace parts manufacture and storage – the
materials to use in 3D printing can come from
trees, and you can imagine how the whole value
chain can shift to one of local materials and local
manufacture.
Q: You have been involved with IUFRO for many years, among other things as a member of the
former Task Force on Forest Bioenergy. How can IUFRO, in your view, contribute to the
development of a forest‐based bio‐economy?‐

A: I think IUFRO can wholeheartedly embrace the opportunities available by providing scientific
evidence about planted forests and the thinking that we could “crop” forests so that you might have
several rotations in the same time frame as one at present. Trees have always been used for many
things including energy and chemicals.
Q: On a personal level, what do you see as your major research achievement?‐
A: Not sure about this one. My personal major research achievement is actually being part of the
team that discovered the gene family that makes sucrose in plants, the critical sugar that is found
only in plants and some plant like microbes and is responsible for moving carbon around a plant and
for ensuring energy supply to various processes. A second would be in taking plant genes that make
terpenes and applying them in biorefineries at an early stage in their discovery. Lastly aspects of
development of kiwifruit as a global fruit crop.
Q: As an accomplished female scientist, you are a role model for other women who may wish to
pursue a career in science. Do you have a message for them?‐
A: Follow your instincts, plan your research well, but ensure you imagine the impossible so that you
are always stretching in your thinking.

Thank you very much!

